Updates to Community Service Leave through December 2020

The Office of State Human Resources (OSHR) has authorized several changes to Community Service Leave (CSL) options through the end of the calendar year. The following summarizes these changes. All leave referenced below is pro-rated for part-time employees.

**Special CSL for COVID-related Volunteering and Board of Elections Volunteering**

Staff can use up to 80 hours of special Community Service Leave (CSL) for volunteer work with not-for-profit service organizations on COVID-related volunteer activities. These 80 hours expire December 31, 2020 and are counted separately from the employee’s regular annual allocation of 24 hours of CSL.*

**CSL for Election Poll Working**

A shortage of state and national poll workers is expected due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Office of State Human Resources (OSHR) is therefore allowing employees to use up to 24 of the 80 hours of special CSL for volunteer activities in October and November in order to serve in roles needed by their County Boards of Elections during Early Voting (Oct. 15-31) and on Election Day (Nov. 3).

For *early* voting, a poll worker volunteer can work in any county and does not have to be registered to vote; on *Election Day*, poll worker volunteers must be registered to vote in their county of residence and can only work the polls in that county.

Needs vary by county, but County Boards of Elections are actively recruiting and training volunteers. Most counties that need workers need them on Election Day, but some also need assistance for early voting. Early voting may require poll workers to work seven hours a day, six days a week, for the entire two-week early voting period, so these opportunities may be better suited to temporary employees (temps are ineligible for CSL) or to employees who cannot telework and are instructed not to report to work on-site. Advance training may also be required; however, any advance training is not covered by this CSL leave.

Not all counties have an equal need for poll workers. To learn about local needs, employees can visit [Democracy Heroes](https://www.voteforpatriot.org/) or contact their County Board directly through the [State Board of Elections website](https://www.ncsbe.gov/). CSL cannot be used for electioneering or campaigning for political parties, candidates, or nonprofit organizations involved in election activities. Any employee interested in these types of activities during work hours must request and receive approval for vacation leave.

Supervisor approval is required for state employees to use this special CSL and participants will need to provide proof of time worked at the polls to their supervisor.

Because compensation of poll workers is mandated, state employees who are needed by the County Board of Elections to perform elections tasks will be permitted to accept compensation from the Board while using their Community Service Leave.

OSHR will expect reporting on those who choose to take advantage of this volunteering opportunity. OSHR is still defining its reporting requirements for this special exception, but has indicated at a minimum they will want to know for which county board each employee worked.

*Updated 9-17-20*
Please remember that CSL can only be applied to volunteer hours that occur within the employee’s normal work schedule. If an employee works a longer day at the polling station, only the hours that occurred within the employee’s regular work schedule are eligible for CSL.

For more information, see also OSHR’s FAQ page.

**Expanded CSL and Literacy, Tutoring, and Mentoring and Related School Activity**

Separate from the 80 hours of special CSL leave mentioned above, OSHR has expanded the activities eligible for the child involvement aspects of the usual Community Service Leave program and has provided additional CSL leave for this purpose through the end of the calendar year.

Effective August 17, OSHR “reset” the balances for annual CSL allotments for all state employees eligible for CSL. As of August 17, employees have 24 hours of CSL (or the 36-hour optional program described below) available for use through the end of the calendar year, regardless of any hours they may have used earlier in the calendar year. This leave can be used for any activity that is approved under the normal CSL policy, including the usual 24 hours available each year for child involvement and volunteer activities and the alternative 36 hours of CSL for participation in literacy, tutoring, and mentoring programs. Please recall, per the normal CSL policy, that an employee must choose to use either the 24-hour program or the 36-hour program and cannot use both.

In addition, OSHR has provided certain expansion of allowable activities through the remainder of the calendar year to provide more flexibility to employees in use of CSL.

- If the employee is opting to use the 36-hour CSL, the hours per week used may vary week to week. Normally, this is assumed to be one hour per week throughout a school academic year, but greater flexibility has been provided so that hours can be used by the end of the year.

- Tutoring and mentoring shall be in a formal standardized program or may include *non-conventional tutoring/mentoring arrangements* to include plans and activities in a virtual academic setting.

- The tutoring session may be carried out virtually and/or in-person. This may include students as a part of a cohort or may include an employee’s own child(ren).

- The definition is expanded for “at-risk” students who, by virtue of their circumstances, are more likely than others to fail academically, to include *those who require temporary or ongoing support to succeed academically*.

- The definition of “school” is expanded to include an organization that is authorized to operate under the laws of the State of North Carolina (an elementary, middle or high school) to include *recognition of the current virtual academic setting*.

*Recording Special Community Service Leave Hours - On the bi-weekly or monthly leave report, record the hours on the normal “Comm Serv Lv Taken” line, and add one of the following notes in the Comments Section:

- CSL-Regular (for normal community service leave activities)
- CSL-Tutoring (for literacy, tutoring or mentoring)
- CSL-COVID-19 Volunteer Work
- CSL-Election Poll Volunteer in _____ County (insert name of county)